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Editor’s Notes

This is going to be a bit of a short 
issue as I didn’t receive much in 

the way of submissions.  This is to 
be expected with the holiday season.

I have the usual three columns from 
Dan Romanchik, KB6NU, dealing 
with Software Defined Radios (SDR,) 
free stuff—always a good thing—and 
promoting better operating practic-
es.  Anyone who has ever listened to 
14.313 knows this is a critical subject.

Our incoming Vice-President, 
Nestor Puñales, K6JTT, was doing 
some on-line research and he came 
across a San Diego repeater list from 
1999.  This is an interesting histor-
ical document, especially since it 
shows SOBARS as having two UHF 
and one VHF repeater on the air. 
Interesting...

New Members and 
Upgrades

We would like to welcome the 
following new member to SO-

BARS, voted in at the January, 2015 
meeting:

Patrick Knighton KK6OUX

There were no upgrades reported.  
Keep in mind that after you have 
been a member for at least one year, 
you can get a year’s free membership 
by upgrading your license class.  This 
can only be used once, however.

From the President’s Shack
By John Wright, K6CPO

First of all, I would like to apol-
ogize to the membership for 

missing the January meeting.  Un-
fortunately, we all get sick sometime.

The new year is upon is and with 
that we have a number of projects 
we wish to move forward with.  Most 
important is getting the repeater 
back on the air and resuming our 
usual schedule of Tuesday evening 
nets.  

Dave Kaltenborn, N8KBC, has gra-
ciously agreed to take over the work 

on the repeater and has agreed to be 
Chairman of the Technical Group.  
Assisting him is Pete Villaver, N3PV.

At this time we have two brand new 
antennas, and sufficient heliax cable 
to completely renew the installation 
at the repeater site.  Eric Williams, 
W7EMW, has agreed to do the tower 
work for free.  Thank you, Eric! We 
hope to have this work accomplished 
by the end of January.

We would also like to thank Davies 
Electric Co., Inc. for the generous 

Thanks to John Markham, KD6VKW, we have discovered the perfect enclosure for a 
mesh network node that has to be left outside.  It’s weatherproof and has Faraday 
cage properties as well. Fred Curtis, KI6GRO 
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donation of the heliax cable, connec-
tors and technical expertise for the 
repair of the repeater installation. 
SOBARS member Joe Bennett, w6vmx, 
generously donated a brand new Di-
amond X-50 antenna for the repeater.  
Thanks, Joe!

Because of these generous donations,  
we were able to keep the material costs 
well under the budget established by a 
vote of the members.  In light of this 
we opted to purchase one of the new 
Yaesu System Fusion DR-1X dual-mode 
(analog/digital) repeaters.  This multi-
mode, dual-band repeater is currently 
being offered to clubs and organiza-
tions for the phenomenal price of $500. 
Considering that our current VHF only 
repeater cost $1400 when it was origi-
nally installed, this is a bargain.

I would also like to recognize some 
other members of SOBARS who have 
stepped up and helped out.  Thanks 
go to Sarah Honaker, kk6dkp, for vol-
unteering to take over as net control 
for the 10 meter and 40 meter HF nets 

every Tuesday.  Beatrice Matthews, 
KK6IVG, handled all the preparations 
for our annual holiday potluck dinner 
in December.  It was a great success 
and there was more than enough food 
to serve all who were present. Thank 
you, Beatrice.  

Louie Vignapiano, KI6SRR, is the cur-
rent Property Trustee and has prepared 
a list of club property.  Most of this  
property can either be purchased from 
the club or loaned to members.  Every-
one should have received a list of the 
property available.  If anyone wishes to 
avail themselves of this property, con-
tact Louie or any member of the board.

Fred Curtis, KI6GRO, Secretary-Trea-
surer, recently added forums to the 
SOBARS website (www.sobars.org.) I 
would encourage each and every mem-
ber to check out the forums and start 
using them as a source of information 
about the club and what we are doing.

I’m looking forward to 2015 being an-
other great year for SOBARS. 

Are Knobs and Buttons Toast?
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

In a recent column on EETimes 
(http://www.eetimes.com/author.

asp?doc_id=1324283), an old colleague 
of mine, Martin Rowe, says, “Knobs 
and buttons are slowly on their way out. 
Get used to it.” He’s referring to the con-
trols on oscilloscopes, but if he were a 
ham, he might just as well be talking 
about amateur radio transceivers, too.

We already see this happening in ama-
teur radio. FlexRadio, and a couple of 
other companies, already make trans-
ceivers with no front panel controls. 
You must have a computer to use them.

Might we even start to see this with 
handheld and portable equipment? For 
example, how much cheaper could they 
make a Baofeng if to use it, you had to 
also have an Android or iPhone app to 

act as the human interface?

To be honest, I haven’t really thought 
about this much myself. I’m enough of 
a dinosaur to still prefer buttons and 
knobs, but having to use on-screen 
controls certainly doesn’t turn me off. 
Rowe claims, however, that “as the old-
timers retire (or in our case as older 
hams become SKs), younger engineers 
(or young hams) will expect every user 
interface to function like a phone or 
tablet. Don’t believe me? Just wait.”

I got several interesting replies to this 
idea on my blog. Bill, AD8BC says, 

“What would be fun would be an open-
source mobile radio. I picture an RF 
deck with a Raspberry Pi and touch 
screen for control, the Pi would sim-
ply tell the RF deck where to tune and 

www.sobars.org
http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?doc_id=1324283
http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?doc_id=1324283
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handle the interface and scanning functions, it would 
ship with a stock app, but you could make your own. 
Built in support for SDR stuff, packet, APRS, remote 
operation….”

Most commenters, however, even the younger guys, 
still seem to prefer analog controls. Lucien, DH7LM, 
says, “I’m a newly licensed ham and I like both – exper-
imenting with advanced computer stuff like SDRs and 
the great feeling a real radio provides!” Grant, KJ6ZZD, 
says, “Knobs perform some tasks better than a screen 
can. Knobs provide some tactile feedback that a screen 
just can’t.”

So, what do you think? Are knobs and buttons toast, or 
do you think there’s still some life left in analog con-
trols?  

My Thoughts on Knobs and Buttons
By John Wright, K6CPO

I’m very much a knob-and-button guy.  When I first 
became interested in ham radio in high school, I fell in 
love with the look of the old gear, especially the Col-
lins and Heathkit equipment. And that hasn’t changed 
in the intervening years.  I have four different pieces of 
Heathkit gear, an HW-101 transceiver, an SB-102 trans-
ceiver, an HM-2102 2-meter SWR and power meter, and 
an HD-15 Hybrid Phone Patch.  The phone patch is just 
for looks, but the other gear is functional and some-
times even used. I also have the dedicated power supply 
and speaker for the SB-102.

One of the first radios I had all those years ago was a  
Realistic short-wave receiver, made by Radio Shack. I 
don’t remember the model, but it was very similar to 
the Realistic DX-150A, I purchased a couple of years ago. 

Even my more modern primary HF radio, an iCom IC-
751A, has analog controls. While computer control of a 

radio, whether an SDR or not, offers lots of advantages, 
sometimes the fun of just spinning a knob makes this 
hobby more enjoyable.  

Free Stuff!
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

I’m a sucker for free stuff. Below, you’ll find links to a 
free transistor amplifier design program, a free print-

ed circuit board design program, and a free tutorial on 
antennas. All of these look to be worth a look.

TransistorAmp 1.1
This is free software for designing  bipolar transistor 
amplifiers. I found the link to this software (http://
en.transistoramp.de/) on the AMRAD mailing list. Phil, 
M1GWZ, who posted the link, says, “A transistor cir-
cuit that I’m developing needed a 5x voltage gain stage. 
I could have thrown in a single op amp with split power 
rails and all that DIL8 real estate, but a single transistor 
stage would suffice. Trouble is, I’m an EE by inclination, 
not training, and all those calculations - working out 

Heathkit SB-102 HF transceiver. John Wright, K6CPO

Heathkit HW-101 HF transceiver John Wright, K6CPO

Realistic DX-150A receiver John Wright, K6CPO

http://en.transistoramp.de/
http://en.transistoramp.de/
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those capacitor reactance values - well, I don’t do them 
often enough for them to be easy. And I want voltage 
gain, not current. And then I found Transistor Amp 1.1.”

“It’s a nice piece of software,” says Phil, “It installs eas-
ily and did the job for me quickly and easily. Oh, and 
when I built the circuit for real - voltage gain of 5x!”

[NOTE: A screen shot of the software that you can use 
for the article can be found at http://www.kb6nu.com/
wp-content/uploads/2014/11/specify-common-base-
circuit.png.....Dan]

Altium CircuitMaker
CircuitMaker (http://www.circuitmaker.com) is a free 
printed circuit board design tool for hobbyists, people 
like you and me. Maxfield Parrish of EETimes says, “one 
key aspect of CircuitMaker is its intuitive and easy-to-
use interface -- all of the important “stuff ” is presented 
in an easily accessible manner in a ribbon at the top of 
the display. Another major consideration is that Altium 
has decided to make CircuitMaker all about “Communi-
ty,” so users can easily share ideas and designs, comment 
on designs and offer suggestions for improvement, and 
generally help each other along the way.”

Free antenna tutorial
For a limited time, Rohde & Schwartz and the IEEE 
Communications Society are offering a free tutorial 
on Antenna Basics (http://www.comsoc.org/form/
tutorial-registration-antenna-basics). This tutorial 
explains the basic functionality of an antenna, starting 
with Hertz’s antenna model. It also includes a short in-
troduction to the fundamentals of wave propagation, 
the important general characteristics of an antenna 
and parameters, such as antenna gain, radiation pat-
tern, bandwidth or VSWR. A more detailed explanation 
of the functionality of some selected antenna types (e.g. 
dipole or monopole) is also given.

Maik Reckeweg, Product Manager Antennas, Rohde 
& Schwarz GmbH, Munich, Germany, who is respon-
sible for all the company’s monitoring, measurement 
and communications antennas is the tutorial’s narrator.

The video is kind of dry, but I think Reckeweg does a 
pretty good job of discussing antenna basics. The video 
is also accompanied by a white paper that delves into 
these topics a little more completely. Overall, there’s a 
bit more math than in most amateur radio discussions 
of antennas, but this makes the discussion a little more 
comprehensive.  

How Do We Promote Better Operating 
Practices?

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

A lament that I often hear is that many amateur radio 
operators either don’t seem to understand the im-

portance of good operating practices or just don’t care 
about them. Just this morning, a reader sent me an 
e-mail saying, “I think there are too many hams out 
there that don’t how to call a station on split frequency. 
It’s amazing that we have so many dummies out there.”

I wrote back, saying, “Maybe we need another type of 
Official Observer, called the Operating Observer. This 
group would note when operators aren’t following good 
operating procedures and send people gentle remind-
ers.” Of course, as soon as I hit Send, I knew this wasn’t 
a very good idea. As my reader noted, this would be a 
thankless job, and chances are the poor operators would 
simply ignore the notices, anyway. 

Even so, there must be some way to encourage good 
operating procedures. One effort to promote better op-
erating procedures is the DX Code of Conduct (http://
www.dx-code.org/). This is a list of 13 suggestions to 
make DX operation, particularly pileups, less chaotic. 
The website includes a small image that you’re sup-
posed to post to your website to show that you support 
the Code. While this is certainly a step in the right di-
rection, I wish there was something that we could do 
to be more proactive in improving operating practices.

There is, of course, the ARRL Operating Manual. This 
publication is now is in its tenth edition and is a valuable 
source of information about how to operate properly. 
The problem is only a fraction of the amateur radio op-
erators on the air have a copy, much less read it.

Another attempt at promoting good operating prac-
tice is the ARRL’s A-1 Operator’s Club (http://www.
arrl.org/a-1-op). While a noble effort, I think that this 
program really requires more promotion. In addition 
to being more aggressive about finding A-1 operators 
and bringing them into this “club,” the ARRL should use 
it to promote better operation. Perhaps a series of vid-
eos with the A-1 Ops logo showing how to operate split 
or how to properly call CQ would help improve operat-
ing practices overall.

Talking about videos, I’d be surprised if there weren’t 
already some YouTube videos that illustrate good op-
erating practices. If you know of any, please e-mail me. 
It would be great to have a list of really good ones that 
I can send to people who want information on how to 

http://www.kb6nu.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/specify-common-base-circuit.png.....Dan
http://www.kb6nu.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/specify-common-base-circuit.png.....Dan
http://www.kb6nu.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/specify-common-base-circuit.png.....Dan
http://www.circuitmaker.com
http://www.comsoc.org/form/tutorial-registration-antenna-basics
http://www.comsoc.org/form/tutorial-registration-antenna-basics
http://www.dx-code.org/
http://www.dx-code.org/
http://www.arrl.org/a-1-op
http://www.arrl.org/a-1-op
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operate better.

What do you think? Do we need to be more proactive 
about encouraging hams to use good operating prac-
tices? If so, how do we go about it? What do you do to 
encourage better operating practices?

Operating Better: One Approach
By John Wright, K6CPO

In his column, Dan asks “what do you do to encourage 
better operating practices?”  The solution is simple, 

and ham radio already has a term for it: Elmering!

As experienced amateur radio operators it is in-
cumbent upon us to teach the newer operators 

the proper way to do things.  To this end, the San Diego 
Section ARES organization has instituted “Gateway 
Training.”  This training is designed to teach begin-
ning hams (or those older hams that need a refresher,) 
the basics of operating of their portable handheld radios.

Over the last several months, this training has experi-
enced a good turnout and the students have gone away 
with a better understanding of their equipment. 

While, at present, this training is concentrating on HT 
radios, it could be expanded to include HF operations 
as well.  Also, clubs could do more to promote good 
operating practices among their members.  This would 
be a good subject for a meeting presentation.

It’s something for all of us to think about.  

Anyone interested in the ARES Gateway Training can 
contact the ARES Training Cheerleader, Rob Freeburn, 
K6RJF at k6rjf@arrl.net

Part 97; The Rules...
By John Wright, K6CPO

It’s been a while since I’ve included any excerpts from 
the Amateur Radio Services rules, so here is a ran-

domly selected excerpt:

§97.203 Beacon station.
(a) Any amateur station licensed to a holder of a Tech-
nician, General, Advanced or Amateur Extra Class 
operator license may be a beacon. A holder of a Tech-
nician, General, Advanced or Amateur Extra Class 
operator license may be the control operator of a bea-
con, subject to the privileges of the class of operator 
license held.

(b) A beacon must not concurrently transmit on more 
than 1 channel in the same amateur service frequency 
band, from the same station location.

(c) The transmitter power of a beacon must not ex-
ceed 100 W.

(d) A beacon may be automatically controlled while it is 
transmitting on the 28.20-28.30 MHz, 50.06-50.08 MHz, 
144.275-144.300 MHz, 222.05-222.06 MHz or 432.300-
432.400 MHz segments, or on the 33 cm and shorter 
wavelength bands.

(e) Before establishing an automatically controlled 
beacon in the National Radio Quiet Zone or before 
changing the transmitting frequency, transmitter power, 
antenna height or directivity, the station licensee must 
give written notification thereof to the Interference Of-
fice, National Radio Astronomy Observatory, P.O. Box 
2, Green Bank, WV 24944.

(1) The notification must include the geographical co-
ordinates of the antenna, antenna ground elevation 
above mean sea level (AMSL), antenna center of radi-
ation above ground level (AGL), antenna directivity, 
proposed frequency, type of emission, and transmit-
ter power.

(2) If an objection to the proposed operation is received 
by the FCC from the National Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory at Green Bank, Pocahontas County, WV, for 
itself or on behalf of the Naval Research Laboratory at 
Sugar Grove, Pendleton County, WV, within 20 days 
from the date of notification, the FCC will consider 
all aspects of the problem and take whatever action is 
deemed appropriate.

(f) A beacon must cease transmissions upon notifica-
tion by a District Director that the station is operating 
improperly or causing undue interference to other oper-
ations. The beacon may not resume transmitting without 
prior approval of the District Director.

(g) A beacon may transmit one-way communications. 

Editor’s Note:  What follows over the next several pages 
is a San Diego repeater list from October of 1999.  It 
was discovered by our Vice-President, Nestor Puñales, 
K6JTT, while he was doing some online research.

It’s quite the document in that it mentions clubs that 
no longer exist and, most interestingly, indicates that 
SOBARS once had one VHF and two UHF repeaters on 
the air. 

mailto:k6rjf%40arrl.net?subject=
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Fanciful Online’s Repeater List
Maintained by KF6KYV, Ron and KF6NQG, Roy.

San Diego Area Repeater List
October 1999

Frequency   Offset    Access   Location          Call      Notes

6 Meters
51.700    -500 kHz           Catalina Island   WA6PMX
52.500    -500 kHz           Mt Wilson         WA6ZOI
52.680    -500 kHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC
52.840    -500 kHz    71.9   Mt Wilson         WB6ARQ

2 Meters

144.200   Simplex                                        Nationwide SSB $
                                                         DX Calling Frequency
144.250   Simplex                                        Nationwide SSB $
                                                         SIDEWINDERS
144.345   Simplex            San Diego         N6MUA     PHILIMARS
144.360   Simplex     pkt    San Diego         N6ND      Packet Cluster 2900’
144.390   Simplex     79.7                               ATVICOMM
144.390   Simplex     pkt    Southern California         S Ca. Packet Node
144.415   Simplex     pkt    San Diego County            HF DX Cluster
144.670   Simplex     pkt                                Packet Node
144.760   Simplex     pkt    Santee                      Packet Node SUOAR-2
144.920   -600               Tijuana           XE2KAR    780’
144.425 - 144.475            Worldwide                   OSCAR Mode J-Uplink
144.950   Simplex     pkt    San Diego         KD6HRO    Packet Node
145.010   Simplex     pkt                      WB6WLV-2  Packet Node
          Simplex     pkt    Santee            AE6QN     Packet Node
145.050   Simplex     pkt    Monument Peak     W6NWG-1   ECRA, PARC
145.050               pkt    Black Mt          KA6DAC-2  ECRA
                      pkt    Vista             WB6SXI    Packet Node
145.070   Simplex     pkt                                Packet Node
145.090   Simplex     pkt    Ramona            WA6QQW-   ROARS
145.100   -600 kHz           Tijuana           XE2STA    145.340 Ensenada
                                                         147.330 Cerro Bolla
145.120   -600 kHz   107.2   North Park        N6CKH     500’
145.180   -600 kHz   107.2   Mt Woodson        KA6KTA    CRC
145.200   -600 kHz           Anza              WB6MMA
145.200   -600 KHz           San  Diego        KW6ERW
145.220   -600 kHz   103.5   Santiago Peak     N6SLD     CLARA
145.240   -600 kHz   123.0   La Mesa           WA6HYQ
145.260   -600 kHz   88.5    Vista             KF6AJM    
145.260   -600 kHz   107.2   Chula Vista       KK6KD     HARS 
145.280   -600 kHz   107.2   Jacumba           K6GAO     SANDRA 224.200 
145.280   -600 kHz   114.8   San Marcos        WD6FCG
145.300   -600 kHz    88.5   Ramona            WA6QQW    ROARS
145.320   -600 kHz   107.2   San Diego         WD6APP    52.800 
145.360   -144.760    pkt    Mt Otay           WB6WLV-10 SANDRA PCP/IP
145.380   -600 kHz   107.2   Point Loma        N6LWO
145.410   -600 kHz           Tijuana           XE2KAR
145.420   -600 kHz    88.5   Hemet             N7FL

mailto:ron.martin@fanciful.org
mailto:roy.stark@fanciful.org
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145.440   -600 kHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W1CDM     SBRG    223.860 
                                                                 447.210 
                                                                 147.210 
145.460   -600 kHz   110.9   Tijuana           XE2DXA    790’
145.480   -600 kHz   127.3   Lemon Grove       W6JVA     500’
145.565   Simplex            N. San Diego Cnty EARS      T-Hunt Frequency
145.610   -600 kHz   107.2   Paradise Hills    N6ZHN     SBRG
145.630               pkt    San Diego         K6PD-1
145.660   Simplex     pkt
145.680   -600 Khz           Tijuana           XE2RCB    RCT
145.700   Simplex                              WB6WLV    RTTY   224.820 
146.085   +600 kHz   107.2   Anza              WB6UBG
146.145   +600 kHz           Mexicali          XE2CPT
146.160   +600 kHz    91.5   San Diego         W6SS      SANDRA
146.175   +600 kHz   107.2   Fallbrook         N6FQ      FARC 448.9  
146.265   +600 kHz   107.2   Lyons Peak        W6SS/R    SANDRA  +
146.430   Simplex            Southern, Ca.               ATV/DUPLEX OUT
                                                         ATV/AUDIO
146.600   -600 kHz           Mexicali          XE2VM     MVA
146.610   -600 kHz   107.2   Paradise Hills    N6ZHN     SBRG
146.640   -600 kHz   107.2   Mt Otay           WB6WLV    SANDRA
146.655   -600 kHz   107.2   San Marcos        KC6FWS
146.670   -600 kHz   103.5   Tabletop Mt       N6LVR     ECRA 4,100’
146.700   -600 kHz   pkt(R)  Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC, PALBBS  5,700’
146.730   -600 kHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC  @
146.790   -600 kHz   107.2   Santee            KK6G      TRW
146.880   -600 kHz   107.2   Hubbard Hill      KC6UQU    EARS
146.910   -600 kHz   107.2   Mt Otay           KN6KM     SBRG 3,566’
146.925   -600 kHz   100.0   Mt Otay           N6RSH     SBRG 3,566’
146.925   -600 kHz   114.8   Santiago Peak     WA6TFD
146.940   -600 kHz   186.2   Mt San Antonio    XE2RBC    940’
146.940   -600 kHz   186.2   Rumorosa          XE2BDT
146.970   -600 kHz   107.2   Vista             K6YUH     @ 650’
146.970   -600 kHz           San Pedro Martir  XE2SPM
146.980   -600 kHz           Mexico
146.985   -600 kHz   146.2   Keller Peak       KE6TZG    MARA
147.120   +600 kHz   103.5   Black Mt          WM6Z      147.240  Arizona
147.030   +600 kHz   103.5   Palomar Mt        K6RIF     ECRA 5700’
147.060   +600 kHz   127.3   Chula Vista                 SOBARS
147.090   +600 kHz   S/C     Catalina Island   AA6DP     1563’
147.075   +600 kHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC 5700’
147.130   +600 kHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC
147.150   +600 kHz   107.2   Mt Laguna         WB6WLV    SANDRA
147.180   +600 kHz   110.9   Coronado          W6GMQ     A.R.E.S. Repeater
147.210   +600 kHz   107.2   Mt Otay           KN6KM     SBRG 3566’
147.240   +600 kHz   103.5   Monument Peak     KA6DAC    
147.300   +600 kHz   103.5   Boulder Mt        K6SXC     POWAY ARC 1306’
147.330   +600 Khz           Cerro Bolla       XE2RFY    4400’145.100 145.340 L
147.420   -146.475   107.2   San Diego         WB6BGS    ECARC 
147.765   -600 kHz    79.7   San Diego         AA6WS
147.885   -600 kHz   107.2   Sharp’s Hospital  WA6AIL    SANDRA @
147.915   -600 kHz   107.2   Dictionary Hill   K6GHM     750’
147.945   -600 kHz   107.2   San Diego         N6WYF
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1.25 CM

223.420   Simplex            Lyons Peak       WB6WLV-3   Packet Node
223.860   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Mt Otay           KN6KM     SBRG    145.440 
                                                                 447.210 
223.880   -1.6 MHz   107.2   La Mesa           WA6HYQ
223.960   -1.6 MHz   107.2   San Diego         WD6APP
223.960   -1.6 MHz   110.9   Coronado
223.980   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        WA6RKK
224.000   -1.6 MHz   141.3   Lyons Peak
224.060   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Mt Laguna         WB6WLV    SANDRA
224.080   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Rattlesnake Peak  WA6BGS    ECARC
224.140   -1.6 MHz   156.7   San Marcos        N6U6KO    EARS    146.880 
224.160   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Cuyamaca Peak     WB6WUI
224.200   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Mt Otay           WB6WLV    SANDRA  145.280 
                                                                 449.825 
224.260   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Crest
224.280   -1.6 Mhz   114.8   Pt Loma                     SBRG
224.380   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        KK6KD     AU
224.400   -1.6 Mhz
224.440   -1.6 MHz   156.7   Mt Helix          KM6VH
224.460   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Mt San Miguel     KE6OHW    PHARC
224.460   -1.6 MHz   118.8   Point Loma
224.520   -1.6 MHz           San Diego
224.620   -1.6 MHz   127.3   Crest             WB6SYD
224.660   -1.6 MHz   107.2   La Jolla          KB6LJQ
224.740   -1.6 MHz   107.2   San Diego         W6GIC
224.900   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        WD6HFR    220 CLUB
224.920   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Clairemont        WB6RHL    ECRA
224.940   -1.6 MHz   107.2   Chula Vista       KK6KD
227.050   -1.6 Mhz   107.2                     KK6KD     HARS

                              75 CM
446.150   -5.0 MHz   123.0   Vista             KB6FMT
446.400   -5.0 MHz   100.0   Palomar Mt        KA6UAI
446.750   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Monument Peak     KA6DAC    ECRA
447.000   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Mt Otay           W1CDM     SBRG
447.020   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Mt Otay             ?       SOBARS
447.210   -5.0 Mhz   107.2                     W1CDM     SOBARS
447.320   -5.0 MHz   107.2   San Diego         W6UUS
447.050   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Spring Valley     KK6KD     HARS
447.580   -5.0 MHz   136.5   Mt San Miguel     KA6KTA
447.800   -5.0 MHz    88.5   Palomar Mt        WA6SYN    ECRA 
448.000   -5.0 Mhz   123.0   Vista             WB6FMT
448.900   -5.0 MHz   103.5   Fallbrook     AA4CD/N6FQ    FARC    146.175  

449.180   -5.0 MHz    88.5   Monument Peak     N6LVR     ECRA 
449.420   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC
449.500   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Mt Otay           WB6WLV    SANDRA
449.820   -5.0 MHz   107.2   Stephenson Peak   WB6WLV    SANDRA  145.280 !
449.980   -5.0 MHz    88.5   Mt Otay           WA6SYN    ECRA    224.200 
                                                  Tues. 19:00 UHF ARES Net  

33 CM
915.000   +919.250   107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC
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23 CM
1,241.250            107.2   Palomar Mt        W6NWG     PARC
1,282.300 -12 MHz    107.2   Mt Otay           WA6HRV    SANDRA
1,282.775 -12 MHz     88.5   San Clemente      W6KRW
1,285.400 -12 HMz     88.5   Point Loma        WA6ZFT    ECRA

Collecting Data on ATV and Packet Nodes. Correction or suggestion Submit to
kc8mva@amsat.org or kf6nqg@fanciful.org

CLUB AFFILIATION:
SANDRA SAN DIEGO RADIO ASSOCIATION
ECRA EAST COUNTY REPEATER ASSOCIATION
PARC PALOMAR AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
FARC FALLBROOK AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
SBRG SOUTHBAY REPEATER GROUP
ECARC EL CAJON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
EARS ESCONDIDO AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
PHARC
POWARC POWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
SOBARS SOUTHBAY BAY AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
CLARA CLAIREMONT AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
CRC CARLSBAD AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
EARS ESCONDIDO AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
ROARS ROMONA AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
RCT RADIO CLUB TIJUANA
HARS HISPANIC AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
220 CLUB 220 CLUB OF SAN DIEGO 
AU AMERICUS UNIDOS
MVA MEXICALI VHF ASSOCIATION

LEGEND:

L  = Link not necessarily all the time
L1 = Wickenburg AZ
L2 = 146.120 Black Mt, Arizona 6,271’
L3 = Audio is linked virtually all of the time.
RB = Remote Base
T  = Testing
+  = PL Subject to change
@  = closed autopatch
!  = Mt Laguna
$  = Single Sideband Transmissions 


